
  

RGR PRESSURE REDUCING REGULATOR 

Series: PR 
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Model: PR 80, PR 80S and PR 81 / Pilot RP 29 

The PR 80 / 81 regulator and RP pilot combination reduces pressure in gas or liquid systems. 

The pilot, a small spring loaded diaphragm regulator, establishes the reduced pressure    

setting. 

See INSTALATION, OPERATING AND SAFETY MANUAL for RGR RP Pilot valve. 

RGR PRESSURE REDUCING REGULATOR 

Series: PR 

PR 80, PR 80S or PR 81 Regulator : 

The RP 29 pilot works with both types of regulators. 

The regulator consists of a body, closures, an elastic tube, and a core. 

The valve position (open, partially open or closed) is determined by the position of the tube. 

If the tube is seated tightly around the core, the valve is "closed". If the tube is pushed out, against the 

body, the valve is "wide open".  When the tube is between the "closed" and "wide open" positions, the 

valve is "partially open" or "throttling". 

The "Jacket" is the (annular) space between the tube and the body. The relationship of the "Jacket" to 

"Inlet" pressure determines the position of the tube. If the Jacket is vented to atmosphere or to 

downstream with sufficient differential pressure, the inlet pressure will stretch the tube against the body.  

If the jacket pressure is equal to the inlet pressure, the initial tension (from stretching the tube over the 

core) will keep the tube seated against the core. 

The regulator body and closures have ports (bosses) to access the inlet (I-boss), downstream (D-boss), 

and jacket (J-boss) pressures. 

See INSTALATION, OPERATING AND SAFETY MANUAL for RGR PR Regulating valve. 

TABLE 1  :  RP 29 PILOT SPRING RANGES 

Control pressure Figure No Spring Colour Max. Pressure ( Bar )  

Bar Psig   Inlet & 

Jacket Port 

All other 

Ports 

0.2 - 0.7 3 - 10 11554-KRA  Gray 100 21 

0.6 - 1.7 8 - 25 11554-LRA  White 100 21 

1.4 - 5.1 20 - 75 11554-MRA  Brown 100 21 

4.1 - 10.3 60 - 150 11554-NRA  Nickel 100 68 

8.6 - 24.1 125 - 350 11554-QRA  Yellow 100 68 

20.7 - 41.0 300 - 600 11554-SRA 
 Black/Orange 

100 68 
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DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION - GENERAL DESCRIPTION FOR PR 80 (PR 81) REGULATORS 

 Consists of PR 80 / RP 29 and PR 80 BP regulators installed in-line. 

 Refer also to a separate section describing the PR 80 BP and PR 80 / RP 29 regulators, if 

 required. 

 For pressure reducing applications, where high reduction ratios are required, such as 

 underground mining water supply systems. For Class 150 & Class 300 valves, maximum turn 

 down ratio 4:1 and for Class 600 & Class 900, maximum turn down ratio 5:1. 

 PR 80 / RP 29 regulator /  pilot is used for first stage pressure reduction, PR 80 BP as a second 

 stage  backpressure regulator. 

 

  PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION  

  Refer also to the drawing " Principle of Operation " available from RGR Technologies or Agents. 

 The regulator - pilot combination maintains a constant downstream line pressure by controlling the 

amount of fluid or gas passed through the regulator. 

 When outlet line pressure is above the set pressure of the pilot, the pilot remains closed.  The 

closed pilot seals the regulator jacket from the downstream line, so the jacket pressure (Pj) 

equalizes with the inlet pressure (Pi), closing the regulator. 

 When outlet line pressure falls below the set pressure of the pilot, the pilot opens and allows the 

fluid in the jacket to flow out to the downstream line.  At the same time, the fluid flowing from the 

inlet into the jacket is choked by the restricting orifice, so the flow into the jacket is less than the 

flow out, and the jacket pressure drops, opening the regulator. 

 While the line is flowing the pilot remains open, but as the downstream pressure starts to rise, the 

pilot starts throttling, and the flow out of the regulator jacket is balanced by the flow in. During this 

action, the jacket pressure is still lower than inlet line pressure, and the regulator valve will also be 

throttling. 

 When downstream pressure rises to equal the set pressure of the pilot, the pilot stays at an 

equilibrium throttling position so that flow into jacket through the restricting orifice equals flow 

exiting through the pilot. The regulator-pilot combination stay in their equilibrium position until the 

flow conditions change. 

 The Regulator may be installed in horizontal or vertical pipe runs. Upstream and downstream line 

block valves are recommended to isolate the regulator for periodic maintenance. Allow at least 

five pipe diameters downstream straight piping for turbulence dissipation. 

 A pressure sense line made of 1/4" O.D. or larger tubing is installed from the RP pilot "Sense 

Port" to a port about ten pipe diameters downstream of the regulator. 

 

For low pressure applications, alternative pilot valves are available that can be operated without the 

downstream sense line. These pilot valves do not have a built in adjustable (restricting) orifice, and 

therefore a needle control valve is fitted on the inlet side of the pilot valve.  
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SECTION VIEW OF PR 80 REGULATOR WITH RP 29 PILOT AND SENSE LINE 

SECTION VIEW OF LOW PRESSURE PR 80 REGULATOR 

WITH FLOW CONTROL VALVE AND  LP PILOT 

TYPICAL PR REGULATOR VALVE CONFIGURATIONS 
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RGR SURGE RELIEF/BACK PRESSURE REGULATOR 

Series: PR/BP 

Model: PR 80 BP and PR 81 BP 

 The PR 80 BP or PR 81 BP regulator is a pressure loaded valve consisting of a standard model 

80 (or model 81) RGR regulator connected through a loading manifold to a nitrogen accumulator 

of suitable volume. This manifold allows the regulator jacket and accumulator to be loaded to any 

desired pressure.  

 The model PR 80 BP or PR 81 BP regulator can be used either as a surge reliever (to protect 

pipework from  pressure surges) or as a backpressure control in-line regulator. 

 In backpressure control mode, the regulator is frequently used as second stage pressure reducer, 

for achieving high pressure reduction ratios (by providing backpressure to another first stage pres-

sure reducing regulator). 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION  

 The "set pressure" is defined as the inlet pressure at which flow starts. The "loading pressure" is 

the pressure to which the jacket and accumulator are loaded with the tube fully contracted on the 

core. 

 Before flow can even start, the inlet pressure must expand the tube against the loading pressure 

by forcing it away from the core until the ends of the outlet slots are just beginning to be uncov-

ered. Before the regulator opens, the inlet pressure must rise to a value equal to the loading pres-

sure, plus the tube expanding pressure, plus the rise in jacket pressure as the tube expands to 

opening position. This rise in pressure equals the sum of the following three components: 

          1. The loading pressure. 

          2. The tube expanding pressure. 

          3. The rise in jacket pressure (amount in excess of loading pressure) as the tube expands to the 

          position where flow just starts. 

 In order to produce a flow rate equal to the maximum rated capacity for the given conditions, the 

inlet pressure must increase 5% to 8% above the set pressure. This makes the inlet pressure un-

der rated flow equal to the expanding pressure plus 110 to 115% of the loading pressure. 

 After the regulator has opened, it will shut off tightly again as soon as the inlet pressure drops to 

the closing pressure. The closing pressure will be less than the opening pressure. 

FEATURES OF THE REGULATOR 

 The nitrogen accumulator is charged from an external source of nitrogen gas pressure, with the 

aid of a separate loading hose assembly (gas loading line) which can be supplied on request. This 

allows the user to vary the loading pressure. 

 Model 80 BP or 81 BP regulator is supplied complete with accumulator, gas loading valve and 

pressure gauge. 

 There are no external moving parts which can be damaged, encrusted or corroded; thus reliable 

operation in harsh environments is assured. The only internal moving part is the flexible rubber 

tube. 

 The resilient seal of the rubber tube against the core assures tightness, even with 

impurities present in the medium. The regulator will always function in safety relief 

mode even after a long period of inactivity. 
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SECTION VIEW OF PR 80 REGULATOR WITH RGR AC ACCUMULATOR 

SECTION VIEW OF PR 80 REGULATOR WITH BUILT-IN ACCUMULATOR 
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RGR DUAL STAGE PRESSURE REDUCING REGULATOR COMBINATION 

With RGR PR 80 and PR 80 BP REGULATORS 

Revision : 01 

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION—GENERAL DESCRIPTION FOR PR 80 REGULATORS ONLY 

 Consists of PR 80 / RP 29 and PR 80 BP regulators installed in-line. 

 Refer also to the sections describing the PR 80 BP and PR 80 /RP 29 regulators, if required. 

 For pressure reducing applications, where high reduction ratios are required, such as underground 

 mining water supply systems. 

 PR 80 / RP 29 regulator is used for first stage pressure reduction, PR 80 BP as a second stage  

 backpressure regulator. 

 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION  

 PR 80 / RP 29 regulator operates as it would on its own; sensing/controlling required downstream 

 pressure. 

 Operation in normal pressure reducing mode. (thus sense line connected downstream of second   

 regulator)  

 PR 80 BP only provides ‘backpressure’ to first valve, thus spreading total pressure drop over two 

 valves. (Thus total pressure drop can be increased without undue wear on regulators) 

 Control of first regulator is thus independent of second regulator, which eliminates stability or 

 ‘hunting’ problems often occurring in multi-regulator control systems.  

 Pressure resulting in the line between regulators remains constant at a value slightly higher than the 

 setting on the nitrogen accumulator. 

SECTION VIEW OF PRESSURE REDUCING REGULATORS 
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ACCESSORIES 

PILOT VALVES 

RGR RP 29 PILOT VALVE 

 The RP 29 is suitable for low, medium and high pressures and is normally used with a sense line 

connected downstream (or upstream for  back pressure applications). It is supplied in two 

versions: RP 11 5 00 for pressures 60 Bar and below, and RP 6 00 for pressures 60 Bar to       

120 Bar. See Installation, Operating and Safety Manual for the RGR RP 29 Pilot Valve. 

PILOT VALVES FOR LOW PRESSURE 

 RGR can supply pilot valves from various manufacturers. These valves do not have a built-in 

variable orifice and are supplied with a needle control valve to carry out fine tuning of the system. 

Materials of construction is generally brass or bronze.  

IN-LINE FILTERS 

 For applications where the fluid contains solid particles, the pilot valve and the needle valve may 

need to be protected by installing an in-line filter before the needle control valve and the pilot 

valve. RGR supplies the Model FT35 filter, which consist of a stainless steel body and a 

replaceable filter element, and is used for applications where the pressure exceeds 40 Bar. For 

lower pressures, RGR supplies standard y-type brass or bronze in-line filters. 

PIPELINE STRAINERS 

 For applications where the fluid contains solid particles and debris, the PR Pressure Regulating 

Valves should be protected by installing pipeline strainers. RGR manufactures strainers to suit 

the pipe size and flange drilling. The strainer box is fabricated from steel piping and has a bolted 

lid which allows access to the strainer plate. The strainer plate is manufactured from perforated 

plate and is reinforced to prevent deformation of the plate if the strainer is blocked with debris. 

The strainer has a drain valve fitted at the bottom so that debris can be drained. Therefore, the 

strainer can be cleaned without removing the cover plate. The strainer is installed on the inlet 

side of the PR valve just after the upstream isolating valve. The pipeline strainer can be sold 

separately or fitted to a prefabricated skid system. 

ISOLATING VALVES 

 Isolating (shut-off) valves can be installed on the tubing used to connect the various components 

on the PR valves. These isolating valves can be fitted on the inlet, outlet and jacket tubing. The 

isolating valves are used to assist with maintenance of the various components connected to the 

PR valve. 

 Isolating valves should be installed at the inlet and outlet of the PR Regulating valves so that 

maintenance can be carried out on the PR Regulator valves. These valves can be manually 

operated by a hand lever, by a gear operator, or by an electric or pneumatic actuator. RGR can 

supply our Reliaball or PL series ball valve. 

 For mining operations and water distribution systems RGR recommends using the RGR B1 

Reliaball Ball Valve Series. These ball valves are specifically designed for medium and high 

pressure dirty water service. For low pressure service (up to 40 Bar), RGR recommends using 

the RGR B1W Reliaball Ball Valve Series. 

 For oil and gas (petrochemical) applications RGR recommends using the RGR PL Series Ball 

Valve. These valves are specifically designed for oil and gas applications. 
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ACCUMULATOR GAS FILLING HOSE ASSEMBLY 

 The accumulator is charged with nitrogen gas using high pressure hose from a nitrogen gas 

cylinder. The hose consists of a two meter length of high pressure gas hose, fitted with an 

adaptor to fit the loading valve on the accumulator, and an adaptor to fit the nitrogen gas bottle. 

 

PRESSURE GAUGES 

 Pressure gauges can be fitted on the inlet and outlet tubing connecting the pilot valve. This is 

particularly useful to see your inlet and outlet pressures which assists in day to day inspections 

of the PR valve as well as commissioning. 

 

ORIFICE PLATES 

 Orifice plates can be supplied as per customer requirements. Orifice plates are primarily used to 

either create slight back pressure or to reduce flow in a piping system.  

 

INSTRUMENTATION 

 Instrumentation can be supplied as per customer requirements. The instrumentation can be fitted 

on the upstream and downstream pipework of prefabricated skids. The instrumentation can be 

flow meters or pressure transducers/sensors. RGR cannot supply the data loggers or PLC’s. 

 

FABRICATED SKID MOUNTED SYSTEMS 

 Single and dual stage pressure reducing systems mounted on a fabricated skid can be 

manufactured for mining and water supply systems. These systems can be single or dual 

branches of equal size or have one branch which is smaller that the other to improve pressure 

control. The skid mounted pressure reducing system is fitted with isolating ball valves at the 

upstream and downstream ends of the skid. A pressure relief valve can be fitted to ensure that 

over pressurization of the system is prevented. A pipeline strainer is installed before the first 

pressure regulator to prevent debris from entering the valve. The sense line from the pressure 

regulator pilot is routed to the downstream piping after the downstream isolating valve. Other 

equipment such as pressure gauges and switches, pressure transducers, drain valves, electric 

actuators for isolating valves, and recording and monitoring equipment, can be fitted to the skid 

mounted system. Skid mounted systems are custom designed for each application. 
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Photo Gallery 

Address:- 

#Unit 24 CX48 Industrial Park 

8 Ossawa Street 

Tenure, Gauteng 

South Africa 

1624 

P O Box 9030 

Eden glen 

Gauteng 

South Africa 

Contact details: 

RGR Technologies (Pty) Ltd 

Tel  : +27  (0) 11 882 8030 

Fax  : +27  (0) 11 882 8038 

Web  : www.rgrtech.co.za 

Marketing and Sales – 

sales@rgrtech.co.za 

AGENTS: 


